PRODUCT PROFILE
PURPLE LINE E-GO QUICKEY

Power on DEMAND

This portable, precise caravan mover system puts the power to move in the palm of your hand

WORK!
WATCH IT

F

our easy steps – that’s all it takes
to set-up the E-Go QuicKEY
power mover from Purple Line
before it’s primed and ready to
make hitching and de-hitching
your caravan easier than it’s ever been before.
Permanently installed movers can weigh your
van down and compromise your vehicle’s
ground clearance. With the E-Go QuicKEY’s
easy to fit, quick-release brackets the power
mover can be conveniently installed when precise manoeuvring in tight spaces is required,
and then removed when the job is finished to
protect the motor from damage and reduce
weight whilst in transit.
Just pull the safety pin, lift and align the
E-Go QuicKEY with the brackets, lower and
slide the motor into the retaining clip and then
reinsert the pin. Once fitted and connected to
your 12V battery by means of an Anderson
plug, controlling the movement of your van
with the E-Go QuicKEY is possible via an intuitive remote control that helps take the risk
out of handling otherwise demanding movements. Enjoy lighter travel and increased
mobility off-road with a power mover that’s
always ready when you need it and simple to
pack away when you’re done.

HERE’S WHAT E-GO
QUICKEY OWNERS
ALL ACROSS
AUSTRALIA ARE
SAYING!
“The whole operation worked a treat.
My mate was very impressed and
operation with the E-Go is better
than I could imagine. Once again,
thank you for your service.”
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Accomplish previously
troublesome movements
with power, precision and
ease with the E-Go QuicKEY’s
handy remote control

“We are now the proud owners of
an E-Go QuicKEY caravan mover and
everything is working beautifully. We
congratulate you on the quality of your
product and would gladly recommend
it to anyone in need of a remotecontrolled caravan mover. In fact, we
already have... Several times!”
“I am a very independent person with
back and shoulder injuries, and this
machine takes all of the grunt and
groan from hooking and unhooking.
Thanks Purple Line for a product that
enhances the joys of caravanning.”
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